October 2020 Newsletter

"The essential joy of being with horses is that it brings us in contact with the rare elements of grace, beauty, spirit and fire."

— Sharon Rawls Lemon

Happy October!
We look forward to the beautiful changes fall brings!
The measures we have taken in response to the covid-19 pandemic such as wash stations, regular sanitizing, limiting footfall, separate bathrooms, masks and social distancing, are proving effective in safely re-introducing staff, riders and volunteers.

---

**Exciting Fundraiser!!**

Michael Blanchard
Inspirational Photography

Donate to be entered to win fantastic prizes!!
Donate Now!!

Misty Meadows
Documentary to be screened before feature film
"Best Summer Ever"
The Martha's Vineyard Film Festival!!
"Best Summer Ever"
October 10th
Drive in at YMCA of Martha's Vineyard

Misty Meadows will be there at 4:30 for a Pony Parade!!
Come see the Famous Tony & Sugar Smalls!!

VIP Event at Misty Meadows
October 10th 10AM-12PM
Open House Barn & Farm Tour
Meet the Herd
Demo at 11AM!
Grooming & Hands on time with the horses!
All at a safe distance
$20.00 donation appreciated
RSVP to Emily at emily@mistymeadowsmv.org

Buy Movie tickets here!!

Watch the Misty Meadows Documentary Here!!
The Famous Tony Smalls!!
Meet him and watch his
amazing tricks
at the
Misty Meadows Open House
October 10th 10AM-2PM
RSVP to Emily at
emily@mistymeadowsmv.org

Randi Baird Photography
| 508.505.5909 | randibaird.com

Fall lessons are underway!
It has been so wonderful to have
Misty filled back up with so many
smiling faces. In addition to our
weekly lessons, we are offering
one-time unmounted Equine
Assisted Learning sessions for
anyone interested in experiencing
Calling All Volunteers!

Our staff and volunteers work together, forming a vital team that is essential to our ongoing success. Individual reasons for volunteering may differ, but the special connections formed with people and horses create a common bond with everyone involved in our program. Whether your experience with horses is life-long or minimal, your willingness to give yourself and your time is what we need.

If you are interested in learning more about volunteering at Misty Meadows Equine Learning Center, please contact us today.

The recommended minimum age for volunteers is 14.

To get started, complete our Volunteer Registration Form (link below) or call us at 508-338-7198.
Stay healthy everyone!!
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